LAUSD Facilities Division
Construction Site Accident/Incident Statement
NAME of person making this statement: Ric Rivera
PHONE #: 626 460-9826

DATE: 6/09/20

COMPANY: A&B Construction

LOCATION: Jordan HS, Main Gym

POSITION: Superintendent

TASK at time of incident: Construction

SUPERVISOR: Ric Rivera

TIME: 7:00 am thru 10:30 am

Your statement is important to the successful resolution of the Accident/Incident under investigation. It should be limited to the
facts of the issue and should not set forth your opinions. Your opinions may be provided to the investigating official. Your
statement will be used within LAUSD to support corrective actions, further safety and security investigations/reviews, sharing
of lessons learned, and other administrative reasons. Your statement may be provided to LAUSD & the LAUSD OCIP
Insurance Broker & Carrier in the furtherance of contractual obligations.

SIGNATURE of person making this statement: Ric Rivera

STATEMENT by witness OR person involved in the accident/incident (gather several statements at
accident/incident scene) – what happened; where exactly did it happen – N,S,E,W of (draw a diagram on the back of what happened if it
helps describe the incident); what did you see and hear; what did you do immediately after the accident; what did people say and who said it;

The neighboring recycling yard was producing/emitting toxic fumes and smoke that affected the school side where workers were working.
Fumes and smoke entered the construction office causing nauseous hazard. This common incident was greater today due to the wind
Direction. Photo documentation can clearly see a recycling yard worker torch cutting a steel container object with residual contaminants.
The smell of oil and wire insulation burning was present. LA City fire and LA County fire were reported to. Concerns for these conditions
Should be noted for future operations of new HVAC systems installed within the main Gymnasium outside air intake. The location is at the
North side of Gymnasium behind alley way, bordering the recycling yard.

If this statement is taken by another person, print name, title & phone # here:
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This document contains business and technical information and data, trade secrets, and know-how that are highly confidential and proprietary to
LAUSD Facilities Division. Any unauthorized publication or disclosure of such information to any person, or any unauthorized use of such
information, without the express written consent of LAUSD Facilities Division is strictly prohibited.

